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PREFACE BY THE FOUNDATIONS BEHIND SUITABLE FOR GROWTH
The Suitable for Growth (SfG) project is a joint effort
by The Danish Industry Foundation and The Kata
Foundation.
The starting point of the SfG project is that the
real growth in China and other emerging markets is
not in the premium segment, where Danish industrial companies operate by default. The mid-market
defined by affordable prices and acceptable quality is
where you will often find the booming market. By understanding how to tap into this high growth segment
through increased competiveness, Danish companies
should be able to find new ways of creating value and
employment both abroad and in Denmark.
The inspiration for this initiative comes from the
local companies in emerging markets, who manage
to achieve very high growth rates by an innovative
approach to the mid-market segments in China and
other emerging markets. Their strategy is to develop
affordable products based on in-depth insights into
the context, wishes and needs of the local customers.
This specific approach, which we have coined “Suitable”, has been the inspiration for developing the
Suitable for Growth project.
During almost three years, the SfG project has

followed, inspired and studied six medium-sized
Danish B2B companies as they tried to expand into
the Chinese mid-market. Based on the insights from
observing these companies and other successful
companies operating in China, the project has developed a strategic framework and related cases, tools
and guidelines to support Danish companies wishing
to enter the Chinese mid-market. The results are
described in seven publications: one overall handbook
and a series of six practical guidebooks, covering
specific challenges and solutions to succeeding in the
Chinese mid-market.
The primary target group for these publications
is the medium-sized Danish B2B companies, who are
operating in the Chinese market.
It is the ambition and hope of the Danish Industry
Foundation and The Kata Foundation that the insights
and practical knowledge described in these books can
help Danish companies consider and successfully target
Chinese mid-market customers, thereby increasing
the competitiveness of Danish industry.

Mads Lebech
CEO
The Danish Industry Foundation

Peter Skat-Rørdam
President
The Kata Foundation
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PREFACE
This book is part of a series on how Danish companies
can grow their business in the Chinese market. The
books focus primarily on medium-sized B2B companies
that are already established in China and want to target
the Chinese mid-market further. However, other kinds
of companies in different situations may also find
inspiration in the books.
The books contain the key findings from the
Suitable for Growth (SfG) project, which intensely
supported and closely followed six medium-sized
Danish companies over a period of almost three years
while they tried to penetrate the Chinese mid-market.
(For more information on the SfG project, visit
www.suitableforgrowth.dk.) A range of other Danish
companies in the Chinese mid-market have also been
investigated. The books are based on in-depth understanding of all these companies and provide real and
detailed examples (in some cases made anonymous
due to confidentiality concerns).
One handbook targets top management and provides a strategic overview of the barriers to success and
factors that enable success in the Chinese mid-market.
Another six guidebooks target general managers and
business developers and provide operational guidelines
and practical tools to support these six imperatives:

 everage your core
L
Empower your organization
L
 ower your costs
K
 now your customers
Adapt your solution
Scale your distribution
The hand- and guidebooks are not meant to be
exhaustive on these topics but rather to supplement
other sources with a unique focus on the special working
conditions for medium-sized companies and the
specific nature of the Chinese mid-market. The books
can be read independently and in any order according
to the specific interest of the reader. However, the books
should be treated as a whole, since they constitute a
complete set of elements to be considered when entering
the Chinese mid-market.
The content of this book has been prepared with
the best effort of the authors and developed to the
best of their knowledge. However, the authors cannot
provide any kind of warranty and thus cannot be held
responsible for the results of any particular application
of the provided content.
The project team at Universe Foundation wishes
to express gratitude to The Danish Industry Foundation

for financial support to the SfG program and to all
the companies that have opened their doors to our
curious minds. A special thank-you goes to the following
persons, who have been very helpful in reviewing the
books:
J ens Skovrup, former Senior GM,
Nilfisk-Advance Cleaning Equipment (Shanghai)
E
 sben Dissing-Immerkjær,
Vice President Global Sales, GN Otometrics A/S
Peer Juel Rasmussen, Consultant, Rascon
C
 hristian Overgaard, President, Danfoss China
R
 ikard Hesslevik, Site Manager, FOSS (former
GM in China)
 eter Nørregaard Rasmussen, founder and owner,
P
Asia Base Research
We wish you an insightful experience!
Peter Skat-Rørdam, president
Peter Jyde Andreassen, SfG program director
Thomas Aakjær Jensen, senior innovation specialist
Peter Hesseldahl, senior innovation specialist
曹仰锋 Yangfeng Cao, Ph.D. researcher
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THE SIX CHINA IMPERATIVES

LOWER
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DISTRIBUTION
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
As a child Claus always dreamed of flying to the
moon. Now, as seasoned export director, he still
dreams of flying to the moon, but for other reasons.
During the last decades his business has expanded
into many new markets, and the markets have started
to feel more and more the same to him. Maybe it is
because he is getting more experienced and doesn’t
notice the differences any longer. Maybe it is because
he sells products for animals, and in his eyes “a cow
is a cow” all over the world. Maybe it is because all
customers around the world aspire to the superior
Western quality of his products. Thus, it has seemed
to him that the moon is the only uncharted territory
on his map of travels. But now that Claus has started
to expand the business into the Chinese market, he
realizes that maybe China is the moon to him. The
solutions that have worked well in other markets
somehow don’t work in China. Starting a new business
in China is like landing on the moon, and he has to
adapt to survive.
It seems to be a common pitfall for Western businesses to assume that if they have been successful in
various markets, they can just copy and paste existing
offerings to the Chinese mid-market for a quick win.
They reason that with so many potential customers
in China, it must be possible to find someone who
needs exactly what their company is offering. But the
fact is that it’s a rare case to accidentally find a good
fit between existing offerings and the needs of the
mid-market. Even if your company is already established in the Chinese high-end market, you will most
likely find it necessary to adapt your product to this
new market.
suitableforgrowth.dk
suitableforgrowth.dk

This guidebook addresses the four most important
questions on the path toward development of suitable
solutions for the Chinese mid-market:
	Why is it necessary to adapt to the Chinese
mid-market?
	When should you adapt to the Chinese mid-market—and when not?
	What should be adapted to the Chinese mid-market?
	How can you adapt to the Chinese mid-market?

The taste o
f a moon
cake is not
the only
thing that
can be a
big suprise f
or a
foreigner in
China.
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WHY ADAPT?

IN BRIEF
Why is it necessary to adapt your solution to
the Chinese mid-market?
	
The Chinese mid-market is radically
different from other markets, in particular
from high-end markets in the West—and
even from high-end markets in China.
	
The value a customer perceives in an
offering depends on the context of the
market.
	
Existing offerings don’t fit the needs of the
market.
	
It’s easier to adapt to the market than to
develop the Chinese market to understand and appreciate the virtues of an
existing offering.

The Chinese mid-market differs radically
from other markets, and some of these
differences influence how well your existing offering fits market needs. To better
understand why it’s necessary to adapt
your company’s offerings to the Chinese
mid-market, let’s investigate each of the
four premises illustrated in Figure 1.

The context
of the Chinese
mid-market is
different

The value
perceived by
the customer
depends on the
context
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Figure 1: Reasons for your company to adapt solutions to the Chinese mid-market
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DIFFERENCES FROM OTHER
MARKETS
First, it’s necessary to adapt your company’s offering
because the Chinese mid-market is different from
other markets in a number of significant dimensions,
globalization notwithstanding.
In recent years, Thomas Friedman (The World Is
Flat) has popularized the notion that globalization has
leveled the competitive playing field for business. But
we agree with Pankaj Ghemawat (“Why the World Isn’t
Flat”) that this is “globaloney”—that true global integration is still a long way off and differences across
countries still matter in global business. Furthermore,
managers tend to underestimate the differences, and
this can lead to poor choices.
Ghemawat presents a framework for analyzing
differences in terms of four kinds of distance between
countries—cultural, administrative, geographic, and
economic (CAGE). This gives us one way to think
about how the Chinese mid-market is different from
other markets where Danish companies are established.

TOOL

The CAGE framework
for thinking
about differences acro
ss countries
Table 1
Cultural distance

Administrative distan
ce

Geographic distance

Economic distance
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Even if a company sets out from a foothold in the
high-end market in China, the Chinese mid-market is
still significantly different. In some of the dimensions
of the CAGE framework, the second move from the
high-end market in China to the mid-market in China
can actually be bigger than the first move from the
high end in Denmark to the high end in China, as
shown in Figure 2.

High end
in China

High end
in Denmark
First move

Mid-market
in China
Second move

Cultural distance

Administrative distance

Geographic distance

Economic distance

Figure 2: Distance, as a measure of difference, between high-end market in Denmark, high-end market in
China, and mid-market in China (for illustration only)
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The Chinese mid-market has a number of obvious
differences that are directly related to the needs of
the market. The most obvious difference is its price
sensitivity when compared to the high end market.
Other obvious differences originate from different
usage conditions in the two markets—for example, a
costly solution offering a high degree of automation to
accomplish some task doesn’t make sense if the cost
of manual labor is low.
Other differences to take into consideration don’t
originate from market needs but from the context of
the market—for example, different government regulations, different climate.

suitableforgrowth.dk

A hammer can be the
best tool to get a very
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cost is low enough
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MARKET CONTEXT AND
CUSTOMER PERCEPTIONS OF
VALUE
Second, it’s necessary to adapt your company’s offering because Chinese mid-market customers perceive
a product’s value in terms of their environmental
context. Some differences in context can radically
decrease the value that the customer perceives in the
offering—and these differences may be hidden by
cultural assumptions. In the case of such differences,
a product for one market simply will not work in the
environmental context of another market.
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Thus, the value of a solution depends on the context.
And you must consider every aspect of the context. If
you make customer visits, you may see that roads and
trucks in rural China are not in the same condition
as in Denmark, but will you conclude that stronger
vibrations during transportation will cause your products to be dead on arrival to the customer? You may
experience the heat of the sun in the southern part
of China, but will you conclude that your product will
malfunction because it requires a supply of cool water
that is simply not available there in the summer due
to the existing water storage infrastructure?
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FIT BETWEEN EXISTING
OFFERING AND THE MARKET
The third reason it’s necessary to adapt your company’s offering is that existing solutions usually don’t fit
the needs of the market.
The fit between a company offering and market needs, as shown in Figure 3, has two components: the benefits for the customer and the cost to
the customer to acquire these benefits. To offer a
compelling value proposition to the customer, your
product must provide enough benefits to outbalance the cost incurred. This is true for all kinds of
markets, from emerging to developed markets and
from low-end to high-end markets. Customers in the

Chinese mid-market, however, are very price conscious and seek value for money. Thus, the fit of an
offering in this market needs to be more precise than
in high-end or low-end markets. Chinese mid-market
customers are not interested in paying extra for irrelevant features that don’t give them any real benefit,
nor are they willing to sacrifice benefits for a low-cost
solution. In short, customers are looking for a suitable
solution.

Company offering

Benefits

Cost

Market needs

Figure 3: The two components of a fit between offering and market
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DEFINITION
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EASE OF ADAPTING TO
CHINA VERSUS HAVING
CHINA ADAPT TO YOU

Two options
to get a fit

The fourth reason it’s necessary to adapt your company’s offering is that it’s usually the best way to
reduce a misfit with market needs. The options at
either extreme are adapting the offering to the market
or adapting the market to the offering, as shown in
Figure 4.

Option 1:
Adapt the offering

Company offering

Market needs

Option 2:
Adapt the market

Company offering

Market needs

Figure 4: Two extreme options to reduce a misfit between company offering and market needs
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In general a company should pursue the option,
or combination of options, that creates the most
business for them by creating the most value for the
customer. Of course, a company can try to change
the cultural behavior of customers in rural China so
that they place their washing machines inside, but
it’s easier to change the design of the internal water
tubing so it can withstand frost. By the same token, a
company can try to change the infrastructure of water
storage in southern China, but it’s easier to change
the design of the cooling system in their instrument.
In most cases the best option is to adapt to the
market, since the Chinese mid-market is very big and
a medium-sized Danish company is very small. It
would take many resources and a long time to educate
and develop the Chinese mid-market to appreciate
your offering. Exceptions to this rule do exist, though,
so the next chapter focuses on when—and when
not—to adapt to the Chinese mid-market.
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WHEN TO ADAPT – AND WHEN NOT

IN BRIEF

Be aware that the Chinese mid-market is not
for everybody. These arguments are often
made and may be valid in your case:

	
The high-end market has sufficient
growth potential for our business.

	
Our business cannot be in the high end
and the mid-market at the same time.

	
Our existing offering has a sufficiently

You may agree with the logic of adapting
to the Chinese mid-market by developing suitable solutions, but you may also
claim that the situation of your business
is special, so the rules don’t apply in your
particular case. This chapter goes into
detail about some of the counterarguments we have come across over the years
from companies already present in the
Chinese high-end market. Each of these
counterarguments may be a valid reason
to not adapt your offering, so this chapter
explains when—and when not—to adapt to
the Chinese mid-market.

The Chinese
mid-market is
not
for everybod
y.

good fit with mid-market needs.

	
Mid-market needs will move or can be
developed toward our existing offering.

	
The value of a more suitable solution
to customers doesn’t justify our cost of
development.
Don’t invest in development of a suitable
solution before acquiring sufficient market
knowledge.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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A POTENTIALLY LARGE
ENOUGH HIGH-END MARKET
“The high-end market has sufficient growth potential
for our business.”
A Danish company typically takes their first step into
the Chinese market in a high-end position. They may
have a mid-market position in developed markets, but
this corresponds to a high-end position in emerging
markets, as shown in Figure 5.

DEVELOPED MARKETS
HIGH END

EMERGING MARKETS

Mid-market in developed
markets can correspond
to high end in emerging
markets

HIGH END

MID-MARKET

LOW END

MID-MARKET

LOW END

Figure 5: Correspondence between price segments in developed and emerging markets

Furthermore, many Danish companies in B2B start
out with international customers in China, customers
they already have in other markets, maybe because
these customers move their supply chain to China
and ask their suppliers to follow. A Danish company
can actually live well in the Chinese high-end market
with international customers, but a company without
local Chinese customers is not truly in China. Instead,
it lives in a cocoon that protects it from the competsuitableforgrowth.dk

itive forces in China and gives it sufficient opportunities to keep a good business going. If this niche
has sufficient growth potential and can be protected
from competitors entering from below, this may be a
perfect fit for a medium-sized Danish company with
limited resources. However, it neglects the fact that
in most industries the Chinese mid-market is more
attractive, since it’s bigger and is growing faster.
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CASE
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CONFLICTS BETWEEN
HIGH-END AND MID-MARKET
POSITIONS
“Our business cannot be in the high end and the
mid-market at the same time.”
Even if the Chinese mid-market is relevant for a Danish company, a position in this market may conflict
with an existing position in the high-end market. The
conflict may arise internally if the company does not
have enough resources to be in both market segments
simultaneously and if its existing offerings have the
best fit with the Chinese high-end market. The conflict may also arise externally in the case where potential customers in the high-end market instead buy into
mid-market offerings. However, the opposite may also
occur; mid-market offerings may attract customers to
the high end, as exemplified by the Alfa Laval case.

Exploit synergies
between a mid-market
and high-end position.
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CASE
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AN EXISTING FIT BY
HAPPENSTANCE
“Our existing offering has a sufficiently good fit with
mid-market needs.”
Some companies do not consider it necessary to
adapt because their existing offering developed for
another market already has a sufficiently good fit with
the Chinese mid-market. However, if this is the case,
it must be considered happenstance. Even if the benefit side of the value proposition fits, the cost side will
rarely match the needs of customers in the mid-market. These customers want to receive value for money,
and thus the product must be adapted to a lower cost
level while keeping the benefits.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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Selling a draft beer system developed for the West

CASE

A decade ago beer producers promoted draft beer in the Chinese market. Traditional draft beer systems with a CO2
tank, keg, cooler, and dispenser unit require regular cleaning of the beer line to avoid growth of bacteria that will cause
a bad taste in the beer. However, some Chinese customers were not familiar with these cleaning procedures, others
tried to save money on cleaning, and some didn’t sell enough beer to empty a 50-liter keg within its shelf life. Thus, the
initial promotion of draft beer was not successful in China.
At nearly the same time, sales of draft beer declined in Western markets. The primary growth in Western markets was
in smaller restaurants and bars, which didn’t need a large traditional draft system. So Micro Matic, together with two
partners, launched the smaller smartDRAFT system in Western markets, a complete plug-and-play solution consisting
of a 10-liter keg with a built-in CO2 tank, integrated cooling, and a disposable beer line that doesn’t require cleaning.
The beer line is delivered with the keg and can be used only once. Overall, the price is significantly less than the cost of
the full system, there is no cleaning cost, and the beer quality is improved due to reduction of bacteria growth.
When Micro Matic later on considered entering China in order to be part of the second attempt to introduce draft beer on a larger scale, it turned out the smartDRAFT system had a surprising fit with the Chinese market. All the issues that had caused the first introduction to the Chinese market to fail were actually resolved
with the smartDRAFT system . . .
. . . except that the price still has to be reduced. In most countries, including China, the breweries are
responsible for the installation and maintenance of a draft beer system, while the owner of a restaurant
or bar pays only for the beer in the kegs. The smartDRAFT system has actually transferred the cleaning
cost from the breweries to the owner of the outlet, since the cost of the beer line is added to the cost of
the keg. Thus, to become successful in China, the smartDRAFT system either needs another business
model where the breweries remain responsible for the cleaning cost, or a radically lower price for the
beer line.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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It’s a big challenge for a company to lower the cost
while keeping the benefits of an offering, so the “Lower your cost” guidebook is dedicated to this topic. An
often-used counterargument to lowering the cost is
that a foreign company coming from a high-end position can automatically charge a premium in the Chinese mid-market, in some cases up to 20 percent, as
Chinese customers will buy into their offering because
they somehow represent an original Danish way of
living. There may be small niches, particular in B2C,
where this is valid—for example, in food production,
where Chinese customers distrust local producers due
to various food scandals in China. However, overall,
Denmark is not well known in China and has hardly
any brand value.
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A MARKET DEVELOPING
TOWARD THE PRODUCT

EXPERT
ADVICE

“Mid-market needs will move or can be developed
toward our existing offering.”
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Another argument against adapting to the Chinese
mid-market is that the market will move or can be
moved up toward the high-end market, where customers will eventually appreciate the value of a more
expensive solution. It’s a matter of customers moving
up faster than companies are moving down, as shown
in Figure 6.

Companies are
moving down from
high-end market

HIGH END
When and where
will they meet?

Economic growth is
lifting customers up
from low-end market

LOW END

Figure 6: Where will customers moving up meet companies moving down?
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It is true that the Chinese mid-market is one of the
fastest developing markets in the world, both
	driven by its own market forces—that is, the
increasing economic wealth of the Chinese population—which are causing the mid-market to grow
today and will cause the market to grow further
toward the high end in the future, and
	sped up by the Chinese government, which
focuses on specific areas of development in its
five-year plans.
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This counterargument neglects a very important
factor, though—the competitors coming from low-end
markets who have built customer loyalty so that their
customers will follow them toward the high-end market. It’s risky to passively wait for customers to come
to you in a market as dynamic and competitive as the
Chinese mid-market. Instead, a company can actively
try to influence the market, primarily by educating
potential customers to understand the virtues of their
value proposition. In the B2B market, this is often
about thinking in terms of total cost of ownership
(TCO).
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Educating the market to think in terms of
long-term investments

CASE

Kruuse is in the B2B market in China selling syringes to inject large animals such as pigs and cows with medicine. The syringes from Kruuse are two to three times
more expensive than syringes from local Chinese competitors. Kruuse goes to the market with a value proposition of lower total cost of ownership (TCO), since
	
their syringe is more durable when being cleaned and maintained and thus will last longer, so the customer will need to buy only one syringe from Kruuse
instead of several low-cost syringes that may break; and
	
the injection volume of their syringe is more precise, so less medicine is wasted and prescripted dosage given, so the customer will save on the cost of medicine, which is relatively more expensive than the syringe.
In developed markets, the value proposition also includes reduced labor cost for the farmer, since it’s more efficient to work with the Kruuse syringe. However, this
argument is not as strong in a market with low labor cost like China.
Thus, Kruuse doesn’t consider it necessary to reduce the price of their syringes in the Chinese market dramatically, since they offer good value for money from a
TCO perspective. However, a TCO perspective is only relevant to B2B customers if
their financial situation allows for larger investments in equipment,
their need for the product is predictable for a longer period, and
they trust in the promise of the supplier that the Kruuse syringe is really more durable and enables more exact dosing.
All of these issues get an extra twist in China, since

	
Chinese businesses, in particular smaller businesses like farmers, tend to run with smaller capital reserves than Western companies, and their cash flow
allows for only minor investments, plus Chinese culture is in general to save before spending, so investment must have a short payback time;

	
the business environment is more dynamic in China than in Western markets—that is, Chinese farmers more
often change their ways of operating, and if a farmer shifts to a different medicine, he may need a different
dosing volume and thus may not be able to use the Kruuse syringe any longer;
	the Chinese recognize that foreign brands in general are trustworthy and deliver higher quality, but they are
used to low-quality products and know how to keep their business running despite quality issues.
Overall, the Chinese market success of the Kruuse value proposition depends on their
ability to educate the market to make long-term investments in higher quality.

suitableforgrowth.dk
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LACK OF A GOOD
BUSINESS CASE
“The value of a more suitable solution to customers
doesn’t justify our cost of development.”
The last counterargument regarding adaptation is that
adapting the offering would cost more than customers
would be willing to pay for the adapted solution—in
other words, it’s not possible to make a good business
case. This is a valid counterargument, since the Chinese mid-market is not for everybody, and the reason
for setting out toward the Chinese mid-market is to
generate business. But do give it a second thought.
Although examples exist of companies making
money in China from day 1, it’s more normal for a
company to invest in China for a long time before
business takes off and starts to pay back. Some
companies purposely overinvest in China for several
years because of the future importance of this market.
Therefore, don’t be too shortsighted regarding the
business case for the Chinese mid-market and consider your investment in developing the first suitable
solution as a means to get initial market insight.
If taking the longer view still doesn’t make good
business sense, consider strategies other than adaptation for the Chinese mid-market. Pankaj Ghemawat
suggests two additional strategies to respond to differences across countries (and markets).
Aggregation is a strategy where differences among
countries are overcome by finding similarities. This
strategy is typically beneficial only for larger companies since they can better exploit economies of scale,
but it may also be an opportunity for a medium-sized
company, as exemplified by the Kruuse case.
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Arbitrage exploits differences across countries. This
strategy is primarily used when Danish companies
exploit the lower labor cost in China for export to
non-Chinese markets. This strategy is difficult to
apply to imports to the Chinese mid-market, except
in the case of cultural arbitrage where the country of
origin may have an effect. However, as argued before,
the brand value of Denmark is limited in China.
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Typical arguments against adapting to the Chinese mid-market
Table 2

ARGUMENT

VALIDITY OF ARGUMENT

High-end market has sufficient
growth potential.

Valid—high-end market may be a sufficient niche, but
the mid-market is bigger and is growing faster in most
industries.

Simultaneous positions in the high
end and the mid-market would be
in conflict.

Valid—beware of cannibalization of the high end by
the mid-market.

ACTION

Beware of competitors coming up for the
mid-market.

Focus your resources and differentiate the
value proposition to the different markets.

Existing offering sufficiently fits
mid-market needs.

Not valid—such a happenstance is extremely rare.

If nothing else, the cost has to be lowered.

Mid-market needs will move or
can be developed toward existing
offering.

Rarely valid—it’s risky to wait for the market to move
and take too many resources to develop the market.

Be alert to the dynamics and competiveness
of the market.

Value of a more suitable solution
to customers doesn’t justify cost of
development.

Valid—the Chinese mid-market is not for everybody.

Consider the investment in a more suitable
solution as a means to get market insight.
Otherwise try aggregation or arbitrage.
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WHAT TO ADAPT

The value proposition is key when you are
adapting a solution to the Chinese mid-market. Given that customer value amounts to
the benefits received versus the cost incurred,
five major elements can be adapted: product,
service, brand, payment model, and cost. All
the elements but cost are treated here.

	
Product—Some product adaptations
simply preserve value by ensuring the
product can operate in the context of the
Chinese mid-market. Other product adaptations create value, either by increasing
the benefits or reducing the cost.
	
Service—Product and service must be
considered in tandem when adapting,
since a customer buys into the complete
solution.
	
Brand—Branding can also be a carrier
of value, creating up to a 15-percent
premium for non-Chinese companies,
although being in both the high end and
the mid-market raises concerns about
brand dilution and cannibalization.
	
Payment model—The most common
payment model is asset sales, but other
models like renting, leasing, or subscribing should be considered in China since
they better fit the culture.

IN BRIEF

At this point you have realized that your
existing offerings don’t sufficiently fit the
needs of the Chinese mid-market and that
it’s better to adapt your offerings than to
try to change the market. The question
then arises: What to adapt? In reality, almost every element of your business model must be adapted for China. However,
as your customers and value proposition
are the key drivers of how your business is
managed and designed, we mostly focus
here on your value proposition and what
to adapt to ensure a good fit between the
market needs and the company offering.

ELEMENTS OF YOUR
BUSINESS MODEL THAT
MUST BE ADAPTED
The business model canvas by Alexander Osterwalder
and Yves Pigneur is an excellent tool for thinking
about the various elements of your business model
that must be adapted to match conditions in the
Chinese mid-market.
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Pankaj Ghemawat also presents a useful tool with his
five levers for adaptation, each with a set of sub-levers.

TOOL

Levers for adaptation
(from Pankaj Ghemawat)

VARIATION

products
policies
repositioning
metrics

Table 3

FOCUS

EXTERNALIZATION

DESIGN

INNOVATION

(to reduce need for variation)

(to reduce burden of
variation)

(to reduce cost of
variation)

(to improve effectiveness
of variation)

products
geographies
verticals
segments

strategic alliances
franchising
user adaptation
networking

flexibility
partitioning
platforms
modularity

transfer
localization
recombination
transformation

This guidebook focuses on adapting the offering to the
customers, also termed the value proposition, while
some of the other guidebooks in this series focus on
adapting other elements of the business model—organization, cost structure, core competencies, and
distribution.
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ELEMENTS OF YOUR VALUE
PROPOSITION THAT CAN BE
ADAPTED
Many elements, some of them shown in Figure 7,
contribute to the value proposition. Customer value
is defined as the benefits received versus the cost incurred (termed price from the perspective of the seller).
The most obvious element to adapt in a value
proposition is of course the product and/or the service
offered. Branding is another important element that
can be adapted, since the trustworthiness of a brand
can be of value to a customer. Payment models and
cost can also be adapted for a better fit with the
market. The remainder of this chapter focuses on
adapting the product/service, branding, and payment
model.

PRODUCT

BENEFITS

SERVICE

BRANDING

VALUE
PROPOSITION

PAYMENT
MODEL
COST

COST

Discussed in a
separate guidebook.

Figure 7: Some of the elements of a value proposition
suitableforgrowth.dk
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ADAPTING THE PRODUCT
AND/OR SERVICE
Clearly the context of the Chinese mid-market exposes
an offering originally designed for another market
to a new set of conditions. One way to think about
the difference in conditions is in terms of the CAGE
framework offered earlier. Some of these different
conditions can negatively influence the fit between
the offering and market needs, and in most cases the
best way to improve the fit is to adapt the product
(including packaging, user manuals, and the like)
and/or the service.
Some adaptations simply preserve value since
they are necessary for the product to operate and get
the job done for the customer in the different context
of the Chinese mid-market. From the perspective of
the CAGE framework, value-preserving adaptations are
often imposed by the administrative and geographic
environment of China.

Adapt to preserve
value in a Chinese
context.
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Examples of value-preserving adaptations
Table 4

CONTEXTUAL
ELEMENT

REALITY ON THE GROUND

ADAPTATION
REQUIRED

Climate

Storage temperature in warehouse
can be colder and warmer than in
Denmark.

Expand storage
temperature.

Infrastructure

Vibration levels during transportation
can be larger.

Design more robust
packaging.

Norms and regulations

Chinese government can require locally
manufactured products in tenders.

Manufacture in China.

Language

Chinese mid-market customers are less
educated.

Translate user guides
to Chinese.

Ergonomics

Asians are smaller than Caucasians.

Downsize to better fit
Asian sizes.
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Other adaptations create value, either by increasing
the benefits or by reducing the cost. Furthermore,
with these adaptations the company
	is free to determine the optimal degree of fit
between their offering and market needs, while
bearing in mind that the additional value created
for the customer must at all times be larger than
the additional cost imposed on the company to
adapt the offering; and
	can influence the set of conditions causing the
adaptation, while bearing in mind, as argued
earlier, that in most cases it’s better to adapt to
China than vice versa.
While value-preserving adaptations are order qualifiers, value-creating adaptations are order winners.
From the perspective of the CAGE framework,
value-creating adaptations are often imposed by the
cultural and economic environment of China.

Adapt to create
additional value in the
Chinese mid-market.
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Examples of value-creating adaptations
Table 5

CONTEXTUAL
ELEMENT

REALITY ON
THE GROUND

ADAPTATION
REQUIRED

Pace of development

China has a rapid pace of
development and consequently a shorter horizon for
return on investments.

Make cheaper products
with shorter lifetimes.

Mindset

The Chinese are less concerned about malfunctioning products.

Make the product less robust but easier to service.

Savings on labor from a higher degree of automation do
not confer much advantage.

Make cheaper products
that offer less automation.

The Chinese are less educated and not familiar with
highly advanced products
that require a lot of training
to operate.

Build in more affordances
so the product is easier
to use.

Labor cost

Education level
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The distinction between a value-preserving and a
value-creating adaptation, as summarized in Table 6,
can be understood in terms of the environmental conditions imposing an adaptation, how a company can
influence and navigate within these conditions, what
kind of value a company can create, and the resulting
competitive advantage.

CHINESE CULTUAL
VALUE
Red symbolizes good
fortune and joy, and
gold symbolizes wealth
and happiness.
izes
The number 88 symbol
k.
fortune and good luc
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The Chinese luxury ma
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s
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e
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watches plays on ext
exclusivity.
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Distinction between valu
e-preserving and valuecreating adaptations
Table 6

VALUE-PRESERVING ADAP

TATION

Environmental conditions

Imposed primarily by adm
inistrative and geographi
c
environment

VALUE-CREATING ADAPTA
TION
Imposed primarily by cul
tural and economic env

ironment

Company influence on
conditions

No influence
Some influence

Navigation space for
company

Kind of value

Competitive advantage

Forced to adapt

Preserves existing value
by making the product wo
rk in
the Chinese context

Free to find optimal degree

of adaptation

Creates additional value
for the customer with a bet
ter fit
to market needs

Order qualifier
Order winner
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Adapting a power
supply to the Chinese
mid-market
A power supply unit (PSU) integrated into an instrument can be adapted to the Chinese mid-market in
various ways, depending on the reason for the adaptation and whether the supplier intends to preserve
or create value.

	
The lowest level of adaptation is to supply the
product with an electrical cord that fits Chinese
type A or I sockets, since otherwise it cannot be
connected to the electrical grid.
	
Another adaptation is to ensure the PSU works
with the lower voltage of 220VAC in China
compared to the higher voltage of 230VAC
in Denmark. (Most power supplies today are
designed to operate in the 100–240 VAC range).

	
Yet another adaptation is to ensure the PSU can
withstand fluctuations in the Chinese electrical grid so that power surges don’t destroy the
power supply.
	
Some geographical areas in China may have an
unstable power supply with blackouts, so for
products serving critical functions it may be
relevant to adapt the PSU to be uninterruptible
(also termed a UPS). Customers in the Chinese
mid-market may also desire a battery-operated
product—for instance, if the product is used
in areas without an electrical grid or has to be
highly mobile.
	
The PSU may also need to be adapted to comply
with Chinese government regulations regarding
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EMC (electromagnetic compatibility), although
this would not be relevant for a low-power-consuming product like an instrument.

	
Because getting approval for a PSU from the
Chinese government can take a long time, thus
delaying time to market, a company can choose
not to use their own existing internal PSU but
instead redesign the product to use an external
PSU and then select a standard solution from a
Chinese manufacturer that is already approved
for this market. At the same time this may lower
the cost, since a standard solution can better
exploit economies of scale and make servicing
easier, since standard PSU’s are readily available
as spare parts all over China.
	
The cooling system of the PSU may need to
be redesigned. A PSU generates heat and thus
needs to be cooled, and small PSU’s are typically
designed to use the air surrounding the product
as passive coolant. However, the temperature
surrounding the product in China may not always be 210 Celsius as it is inside most buildings
in Denmark.
	
Cost is always an issue in the Chinese mid-market, and the cost of a PSU can be reduced in several ways. One way is to loosen specifications
not directly influencing the primary function of
a stable supply of power. For example, the power cord can be made shorter or the noise level
can be allowed to be greater. (Electronic components in a power supply, like coils and transformers, vibrate and can cause a whining sound
if not properly winded during manufacturing
and damped sufficiently with sealant—the white
substance in the photo—during assembly.)

	
Another way to reduce cost is to loosen
specifications directly influencing the primary
function. For example, the lifetime of the PSU
can be reduced. (Cooling of electronic components has a cost, and electronic components like
capacitors have a limited lifetime determined
primarily by their operating temperature; thus
cooling less costs less but results in a shorter-lived product).
	
Another import tradeoff to decide upon for the
Chinese mid-market is purchasing cost versus
total lifetime cost, since it’s more expensive to
manufacture a PSU that uses less energy (has
high energy efficiency during operation and
lower energy consumption during standby) and
thus has a lower lifetime cost. The cost of electrical energy in China is approximately one-fourth
what it is in Denmark, so energy efficiency has
a longer payback time in China. Furthermore,
the Chinese, at least the older generation, have a
habit of unplugging electrical devices from the
socket when not in the use, so lower standby
consumption is more a matter of convenience
than a real saving of energy cost.
	
Cell-phone-charging functionality can be added
to the PSU, since the Chinese are always connected and thus in need of charging.
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The table summarizes how various environmental conditions in China require different adaptations of a PSU, some
value-preserving and some value-creating.

CASE

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION

PRODUCT ADAPTATION

TYPE OF ADAPTATION

Administrative (norms)

Supply power cord for type A or I socket

Value-preserving

Administrative (norms)

Redesign to operate with 220VAC

Value-preserving

Administrative (infrastructure)

Redesign to withstand fluctuations in electrical grid

Value-preserving

Administrative (infrastructure)

Redesign to operate with unstable electric grid

Value-creating (increases benefits)

Administrative (infrastructure) and cultural (high
mobility)

Redesign to be battery powered and thus independent of electric grid

Value-creating (increases benefits)

Administrative (legislation)

Redesign to fulfill EMC requirements

Value-preserving

Redesign to speed approval by Chinese government

Value-preserving

Geographic (climate)

Redesign to operate in a wider temperature range

Value-preserving

Economic (cost)

Shorten power cord

Value-creating (reduces cost)

Economic (cost)

Redesign to allow higher noise level

Value-creating (reduces cost)

Cultural (dynamic society)

Redesign for shorter lifetime

Value-creating (reduces cost)

Administrative (energy cost)

Increase energy efficiency and lower standby
consumption

Value-creating (reduces lifetime cost)—but may
have no value to some customers

Cultural (always connected to Internet)

Add cell-phone-charging functionality

Value-creating (increases benefits)

Administrative (legislation)
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GUIDELINES

Four questions
to ask about
adapting your
product/service
	
Which conditions are different in
the Chinese mid-market?
	
Which differences negatively
influence the fit between market
needs and the existing offering?

	
How can the company influence and navigate within these
conditions? (Should the product
be adapted to the market or vice
versa?)

	
Should the product adaptation
aim to preserve value, or to create
value by increasing the benefits
and/or reducing the cost?
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ADAPTING THE WHOLE
SOLUTION (PRODUCT
+ SERVICES)
So far in this chapter, all the cases and examples have focused on adaptations of the physical
product. However, the customer-perceived value
of an offering may also be carried by immaterial
services related to the product. For example:
	“wining and dining”—for Chinese customers who consider relationship building as a
service
	pre-sales consulting on the optimal solution
for the customer
	delivery and installation services
	customer training in the operation and
maintenance of the product
	after-sales service with maintenance and
repair of products
Some customers buy into a complete solution,
so when you adapt an offering, you must consider adapting both the product and the service in
tandem.

CAS

E

Bringing sho
rt
lifetime and er
service toge
ther
Vikinor man
ufactures in
dustrial
cooling prod
ucts for the te
lecom
industry and
others. Initial
ly
Vikinor
had uniform
global produc
ts, but
later on they
introduced a
cheaper
product line
targeted at le
ss
-developed
Chinese prov
inces like Gan
su
, which
doesn’t have
good telecom
or Internet
connections
. One of the ad
aptations to
lower the co
st was to use
lo
cal fans and
compressors
with a shorte
r
lifetime
while still in
suring that (1
)
it
w
as possible to cheapl
y repair thes
e
lo
ca
lly and
(2) the custom
er was willin
g to take the
risk. For rem
ote locations
like Africa,
Vikinor wou
ld never offer
the cheaper
product line,
since it wou
ld
be too
expensive to
repair in this
location.
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Lowering service cost
For some mid-market customers, lower service
cost is more valuable than shorter repair time.
A service technician from a high-end company
always flies to the customer site and makes repairs
within hours of the service call, but if repair time
is not critical to the customer, a service technician
from a low-cost competitor can choose to travel to
the customer site by train and bus to reduce cost.
Other ways to lower service cost:
Deliver 10 percent more products free of
	
charge to customers and kindly asks customers to quickly replace faulty products
themselves.
Supply critical spare parts free of charge with
	
products.
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Branding, defined as a communication means to differentiate your offering from the competitors, is also
a carrier of customer-perceived value, since Chinese
customers are willing to pay 10 to 15 percent extra
for a non-Chinese brand. This argues for not adapting the brand to the Chinese mid-market, but many
companies naturally fear brand dilution and cannibalization of their high-end brand when entering the
mid-market with lower-priced offerings. We discuss
these concerns and how to address them more in the
next chapter.

PAYMENT MODELS BEYOND
TRADITIONAL ASSET SALES
Given our definition of a compelling value proposition
as an offering where the benefits acquired by the
customer outbalance the cost, the final element that
can be adapted to the Chinese mid-market is the way
the customer can pay for a solution. The most typical
payment model is asset sales, where the customer
acquires the ownership rights to a product once and
for all by paying the price of the product. However,
many other payment models exist, including renting,
leasing, and subscribing. These payment models are
particularly relevant to the Chinese mid-market, since
these models gradually build a deeper relationship
with the customer, lower the customer’s initial investment, and reduce the risk for the customer. Remember that a Chinese business typically operates with
a smaller cash flow and a shorter investment time
horizon than a Western business, and the Chinese
prefer to build trust gradually by investing more and
more in the relationship.
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IN BRIEF
The business potential of adapting to the Chinese mid-market must dictate the approach. A
medium-sized company typically prefers an
approach that will bring them quickly, cheaply,
and safely into a new market. So, from a wide
range of approaches, consider first an incremental approach with adaptation of existing
products.
Beware of the internal barriers of culture,
competencies, and systems when adapting
your solutions, since delivering mid-market
products is a different game for a company
used to delivering high-end products. It may
be necessary to partner with or acquire a
company in China to succeed.
Concerns about brand devaluation and
cannibalization can be overcome by selecting
the right branding strategy and clearly differentiating market offerings.

At this point you have decided what to
adapt in your solution to better fit the
needs of the Chinese mid-market, and now
you need to figure out how to make this
adaptation happen. This chapter discusses
different approaches to adapting a product
and a brand architecture.

LETTING THE BUSINESS
POTENTIAL DICTATE
THE APPROACH
The previous chapter focused on the ideal
adaptation with a perfect fit between the
offering and market needs. However, from
a business perspective, the best approach
may not be to invest a lot of resources
right away in developing an offering with a
perfect fit since
	the effort to get a better fit must be
justified by the business potential,
	in a rapidly developing market, the
ideal fit can change quickly, and
	it’s risky to invest a lot of resources
in a single market, particularly if the
Chinese mid-market initially is small
compared to more uniform global markets.
A medium-sized company rarely has the
resources, patience, and willingness to
risk the development of a new solution
with a perfect fit. They prefer an approach

suitableforgrowth.dk
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that will take them quickly, cheaply, and
safely into the new market. Based on the
business potential, they can take one of a
number of different approaches to adapting
a product—or service for that matter—to
the Chinese mid-market, ranging from an
incremental approach, where an existing
product for another market is adapted to
the Chinese mid-market, to a radical approach, where a new product is developed
specifically for the Chinese mid-market.
The most extreme incremental
approach is simply selling discounted
high-end products in the Chinese mid-market by accepting a lower margin in this
market. This is not, of course, a sustainable
approach from an economic perspective,
but it does offer a fast way to get valuable
insight into the mid-market that later on
can be used to more precisely adapt an offering to this particular market. Be careful
to start with a small part of the market and
not to disappoint customers later on when
introducing the real mid-market offering
with fewer benefits at the same cost.
An approach used by many Danish
companies is to relaunch products in
the Chinese mid-market that are being
phased out from developed markets due to
outdated technology, the market launch of
a superior product, market saturation, or
such. In other words, aging products are
given a second life in China. The reasoning behind this approach is that since the
development cost has already been written
off, it’s a cheap, fast, and low-risk approach
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to get into the Chinese mid-market. This approach
may work, but it’s based on the assumption that the
Chinese mid-market is somehow inferior to developed
markets. It’s not a given that the needs of the Chinese
mid-market customer are a few years behind the
needs of customers in developed markets.
Another, but also supplementary, approach is to
keep the functionality of a product but lower the quality and cost by using cheaper parts. For example, the
cost and also the lifetime of a motor can be reduced
by using lower-quality bearings. In such cases, consider also adapting the after-sales service to compensate
for the lower quality.
Yet another approach is defeaturing by removing
parts to reduce functionality. However, as argued earlier, it must be considered happenstance if the needs
of the Chinese mid-market are a simple subset of the
needs of another market. Furthermore, only in modular products is there a one-to-one mapping between
functionality and modules, so in practice it may not
be possible to defeature without redesigning. A more
respectful approach is to redesign existing products
by changing as few parts as possible to adapt the
functionality and cost to market needs.
The most radical approach is to develop a
completely new product for the Chinese mid-market.
However, in practice an established company will never start from scratch when developing a new product,
since it has platforms of knowledge, technologies,
parts, and modules that will be reused more or less
consciously. The reasoning behind developing a new
product isn’t that it should be new just for the sake
of being new, but rather that an existing product and
the thinking behind the product can be a hindrance
to a radical new design. It’s a well-known fact that
the major part of the cost of a product is already
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determined during the conceptual design stage, so a
radical lowering of the cost cannot be achieved by a
minor change in the design or manufacture.
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Approaches to p
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Discount high-end
products

Relaunch phased
-out
products

Lower specificati
ons
of existing produc
ts

Defeature existing
products

Change parts in ex
isting products
Develop a new
product

Table 7
Not a sustainable
approach from an
economic
perspective but a
fast way to get m
arket insight
A cheap, fast, and
low-risk approach
but relevant
only when the Ch
inese mid-market
is behind the
times compared
to other markets
.
A simple cost-hu

nting approach

Only relevant in
the rare case where
the needs of
the Chinese midmarket are a subs
et
of the needs
of another market
A fast approach for
minor adaptation
s in functionality and cost
Resource-intensiv
e approach, but ne
cessary if a
major adaptation
is needed
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OVERCOMING INTERNAL
BARRIERS
Approaches involving redesign of existing products
or development of new products will face three major
internal organizational barriers:
	a cultural barrier, since employees proud of
developing high-end products with the best possible performance will be reluctant to lower their
professional working ambitions for a mid-market
product with lesser performance
	a competence barrier, since employees may not
have the skills and mindset to develop suitable
solutions—that is, they may lack the skills to
lower the cost, lack knowledge about the Chinese
mid-market, and so on
	a systems barrier, since a company will have
processes and methods optimized for developing
high-end products that are not fast and cheap
enough for developing mid-market products
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These barriers are particular strong for a medium-sized Danish company, since they typically have
R&D departments located in Denmark with limited
exposure to China and are too small to have a diverse
set of competencies and to handle the complexity
of different modes of operation. Thus, most medium-sized Danish companies fail when attempting to
redesign or develop products for the Chinese mid-market.

Three archetypical solutions can overcome these
barriers:
	The obvious solution of locating an R&D department in China is possible but not straightforward,
since a medium-sized company cannot spread
their limited resources like larger companies;
the size of the Chinese R&D department easily
gets beyond critical mass unless the company
overinvests in China until they get traction in the
mid-market. Furthermore, many Danish companies, regardless of their size, fear losing intellectual property rights in China, so they prefer to
“keep the secrets at home.”
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	Another solution is to develop the culture,
competencies, and systems of the organization
in Denmark by (1) widening the culture to accept
a broader understanding of professionalism and
acknowledging that the Chinese mid-market
challenge calls for ingenuity and creativity under
constrained conditions; (2) exposing the Danish
employees to China, either by deep immersion
experiences in China or by bringing Chinese
employees into the Danish organization; and (3)
implementing dual modes of operating for developed and developing markets.
	A more radical solution is to partner with or
acquire another company, maybe Chinese, that
already has or can develop a suitable solution
for the Chinese mid-market. Here the challenge
becomes to find the right degree of integration,
remembering that being different was the reason
to partner with or acquire the other company.

Dare to ”copy” your
competitors.
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT
BRAND ARCHITECTURE
A company with an established position in a high-end
market has spent a lot of time and many resources
building a premium brand. This company typically
faces two concerns when entering the mid-market:
	Will the mid-market position negatively influence
customer perception of the high-end brand?
	Will the mid-market products cannibalize sales of
high-end products?

have been positioned wrongly. A misfit is rarely sustainable, since customers eventually will find alternative solutions to their needs with a better fit between
benefits and cost. Thus, cannibalization may initially
be considered a threat, but from a longer perspective,
it can also be considered as valuable market feedback. As exemplified earlier with the Alfa Laval case,
the opposite of cannibalization may actually occur.
The solution to both concerns is to clearly differentiate and position market offerings so the customer
understands the unique value propositions of the high
end and the mid-market.

The first concern about devaluation of brand value is
based on an asymmetric relation. On the one hand,
a company wants the mid-market position to positively benefit from the high-end position. Mid-market
customers should think they somehow benefit from
the high-end brand—for example, a customer buying
a Škoda entry-level car should feel good thinking that
it shares the same platform with the more luxurious
Audi car. On the other hand, the high-end position
must not be negatively influenced by the mid-market
position—the customer buying an Audi shouldn’t
think it’s just a higher-priced Škoda.
The second concern, about cannibalizing sales,
is questionable, at least in the long run. Customers
who normally would buy high-end products may
downgrade when they become aware of the alternative
mid-market products. As high-end products in general
are more profitable than mid-market products, this
downgrading can cause a critical loss to the company. However, if cannibalization occurs, it may be an
indication that there is a misfit between the high-end
offering and the market need, and that the products
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TOOL

Beware of
cannibalization

High-end
product

Medium

Mid-market
product

Low

Performance

Graphically map your products for the
mid-market and the high end to ensure
that they are well differentiated enough
to prevent cannibalization. You can use
a simple two-dimensional matrix with
price on the horizontal axis and performance on the vertical axis (as shown in
Figure 8), or a more complex mapping
with several parameters on each axis
(as shown in Figure 9). Look at the
maps from the customer’s point of view
and consider whether you would be
tempted to buy the mid-market product
instead of the high-end product.

High

Product mapping
to assess differentiation

Low

Medium

High

Price
Figure 8: A simple two-dimensional matrix
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High-end product

Mid-market
product
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Service level
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Efficiency

Lifetime

Price

Figure 9: A more complex mapping
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
ADAPTING YOUR SOLUTION
Now that you’ve come to the end of this guidebook,
we hope it’s clear to you that the Chinese mid-market
is radically different from other markets, so the existing solutions of a company coming from a high-end
position cannot fully exploit the growth potential of
this market. In short, it’s necessary to adapt solutions
for a better fit between company offering and market
needs.
	All the elements in the value proposition can
come into play when adapting a solution.
	Product and service must be adapted in tandem, and it makes sense to distinguish between
value-preserving adaptations (which ensure the
product can operate in the different context of
the Chinese mid-market) and value-creating adaptations (which add extra value for the customer).
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	Brand can add value simply by announcing a
non-Chinese company.
	Finally, payment models can also be adapted
beyond traditional asset sales.

SUMMARY

A wide range of approaches can be chosen when
adapting your solutions, but favor adaptation of
existing products if you are looking for a fast, cheap,
and safe way to enter the Chinese mid-market. Have
in mind partnering with or acquiring a company in
China to overcome internal barriers. Clearly differentiate your high-end and mid-market offerings to avoid
brand devaluation and cannibalization.
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FURTHER READING
This guidebook isn’t meant to be a complete and exhaustive guide to adaptation of solutions. We recommend that you also consult the following sources:

Ghemawat, Pankaj. 2007. Redefining global strategy:

Osterwalder, Alexander, and Yves Pigneur. 2010 Busi-

Crossing borders in a world where differences still mat-

ness model generation. New York: Wiley.

ter. Cambridge, MA: Harvard Business Review Press.
The handbook presents the business model canvas with
This book describes the CAGE framework and levers for

the nine building blocks in a business model.

adaptation in detail.

Osterwalder, Alexander, Yves Pigneur, Gregory Ber-

Roland Berger Strategy Consultants. 2013. How mul-

narda, and Alan Smith. 2014. Value proposition design:

tinational companies can access the mid-segment in

How to create products and services customers want.

China with an effective dual-brand strategy built up by

New York: Wiley.

a matching product offering and value chain. think:act
CONTENT newsletter.

This handbook offers processes and tools to design a
compelling value proposition.

This article discusses various brand strategies for the
Chinese mid-market.
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TOOLBOX
These tools and guidelines support you in adapting your solution to
the Chinese mid-market:

PAGE 32

PAGE 9

Key Partners

Business model canvas

The CAGE framework for thinking about differences across
countries

PAGE 17
Why adapt? Four questions
to help your company
understand

m
del canvas (fro
neur)
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Levers for adaptation
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Examples of value-preserving
Typical arguments against
adapting to the Chinese
mid-market
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2

adaptations

TABLE 4
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Examples of value-creating

Approaches to product

adaptations
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Distinction between value-pre-
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Brand strategies for high-end
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8

Lifetime

adaptations

High

serving and value-creating
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